Certain subjective qualities of scientii c research articles are exposed when authors refer to themselves through various means including pronoun use. Drawing upon the online bilingual "Scientext" corpus, we compare personal pronoun and syntactically linked verb constructions within 180 published articles in English and French in the i elds of medicine and biology. This study found that overall pronoun frequency was signii cantly higher ( χ 2 = 69.45, df = 1, p < 0.001) in English (22.6 per 10,000) than in French (14 per 10,000) and that the French on [one] (23.8%) was signii cantly more frequent ( χ 2 = 163.35, df = 1, p < 0.001) than the English pronoun "one" (3.8%). Furthermore, while most French verbs were limited to the present and passé composé , English conjugation was distributed mainly between the simple past, the simple present, and the present perfect. Both the lexis and the conjugation vary with the progression of the research article and the author roles of researcher , writer , arguer , and evaluator . This paper contributes to the discussion of the representation of objectivity in scientii c discourse.
Introduction 1
Recent studies have revealed the argumentative qualities of scientifi c discourse, a form of discourse traditionally considered as being neutral (Fløttum, 2010; Fløttum et al., 2006a; Rinck et al., 2007; Hunston & Francis, 2000; Swales, 2004; Tutin & Grossmann, 2013) . Within this context, authors may refer to themselves through various means such as lexical expressions ("the author", "this study"), citation of previous studies, the passive voice ("this test was conducted"), but the most equent means is currently via personal pronouns (Fløttum et al., 2007) . In his cross-disciplinary study, Harwood (2005) focuses on the promotional eff ect or a "marking out of diff erence" through, among other means, personal pronoun use. He fi nds these promotional devices in a myriad of rhetorical steps: underscoring novelty, repeating or disputing claims, self-citation, confi rming methodological soundness. Furthermore, in the natural sciences, authors traditionally minimize their presence through a formalized manner of reporting that subordinates their own voice (Hyland, 2006: 32) . We posit that authorial presence evoked by pronominal use varies across languages and with the rhetorical function or role. Thus, we compared verb types syntactically linked to a pronoun that refers to the authors ("if one assumes", "we performed", "we and others have shown") in both English and French across the diff erent sections of research articles (RA) in the fi elds of medicine and biology. We begin with a review of the literature, specifi cally focusing on pronoun equency, authorial positioning, the polyphonic nature of scientifi c discourse, and recommended writing style.
2.
Review of the literature
Pronoun frequency across languages and disciplines

2
Pronoun use is historically, linguistically, and disciplinarily bound. In their study of the structurally compressed and inexplicit nature of academic writing in English, Biber and Gray (2010) demonstrate that during the 18th century both the pronouns "I" and "we" occurred approximately 3 to 4 times per 1,000 words in academic prose. Their corpus indicated a steady decline to about 1 occurrence per 1,000 words identifi ed in 1965, therea er the use of the pronoun "I" remained stable, but the "personal ame" off ered by the use of "we" rose by 2005 to a new peak of 4 occurrences per 1,000 words. Cultural phenomena include the traditional French use of the fi rst-person plural ( nous ) used as the "editorial we" (referring to a single fi rst person) and the French indefi nite pronoun on [one] , which can be employed like the inclusive English "we".
3
The pronouns "one"/ on have contrasting etymological evolution as the Old English ān has Germanic roots om the Latin number unus , while the French on comes om the Latin homo , referring to a human being. In contrast to British English, the formal "one" may sound pretentious in American English. Reutner (2010) highlights the multiple functions of on , ranging om an undetermined reference, in guise of "we" particularly in colloquial spoken French, or referring to one or 5 more persons with a stylistic nuance such as discretion, modesty, irony or scorn. Carter- Thomas and Chambers (2012) found a variety of authorial roles played by fi rst person pronouns in the introductions of economics RA in both English and French. Their study also confi rmed the French avoidance of the singular fi rst person pronoun in a formal register, contrary to the o en accepted English usage, especially in relation to the author role of writer .
4
Finally, diff erences of pronoun use have been found across disciplines. In biology, for example, Hyland (2001) found no reference to "I" as articles tend to have multiple authors, but 24.0 tokens of "we" per 10,000 words, which he compared signifi cantly to traditionally single-authored philosophy articles for which there were 35.6 tokens of "I" per 10,000 words, but only 1.4 tokens of "we". However, Swales and Feak (2004: 284-285) found that physicists and chemists are, "perhaps surprisingly" more likely to adopt a personal stance, through the use of the pronoun "we", than within the social sciences.
Positioning through pronoun use
5
Indeed, among other rhetorical devices, certain pronouns can be used either when establishing stance , through authorial self-reference, or when establishing engagement , through the use of all-inclusive pronouns ("we", "one"), which position readers as discourse participants and guide them through the text (Hyland, 2004; Hyland, 2012) . Fløttum et al. (2006a) demonstrate that in medical RA the pronoun "we" is typically exclusive and hence does not include the reader. Stance ranges om stamping one's personal authority onto arguments, more o en found in the humanities, to the more discrete disguise of one's involvement in the research, especially in the natural sciences (Hyland, 2006: 29) . Sancho-Guinda and Hyland (2012: 4) summarize stance as "a continuum of evaluative meaning which varies along two axes: one epistemic and interpersonal (i.e. om feelings and attitudes to a status of knowledge) and the other linguistic (i.e. om lexis to grammar)". For example, in her study of social sciences RA in French, Tutin (2010) found that French verbs conveying a strong opinion (i.e., "to think", "to admit") were employed with an all-inclusive pronoun to engage the reader around a commonly known aspect, while verbs of intention or choice ("to show", "to conclude") were tied to exclusive self-reference of the author's work. Similarly, in his study of fi ve recurrent French verbs related to making an assertion, Grossmann (2013) demonstrates that they are more equently syntactically linked with the more inclusive on [one] than with nous [we], especially when the assertion refers to empirical data within the French "Scientext" subcorpus of academic texts.
Authorial voice and the KIAP project
6
In contrast to Hyland's primarily author-centered approach, Fløttum and colleagues (Fløttum, 2010; Fløttum et al., 2006b ) highlight the polyphonic nature of scientifi c discourse. This polyphony, emblematic of a research community, contributes to the similarities within disciplines, despite inherent diff erences between given languages. The similarities were confi rmed by the analysis of the "Cultural Identity in Academic Prose" corpus (KIAP -"Kulturell Identitet i Akademisk Prosa"), a collection of RA in Norwegian, French and English in the fi elds of linguistics, economics and medicine (Fløttum et al., 2007; Fløttum et al., 2013) . One similarity in the natural sciences is the recurrent IMRAD format (Introduction, Method, Results, and Discussion), which structures the text by defi ned section, also aff ecting the text on a deeper level. Specifi cally, in her study of the French indefi nite pronoun on , Gjesdal (2013) demonstrates that the IMRAD format directs the author's voice and the corresponding rhetorical qualities. The discursive polyphony is built upon pronouns as well as other means, including a wide range of self-reference, reference to other researchers, bibliographical references or epistemic markers evoking the need for further study.
7
In their study of author roles ( researcher , writer , arguer , and evaluator ), Fløttum et al. (2006b) compared the use of fi rst person pronouns within the subcorpus of English RA as found in the KIAP corpus. The 50 medical RA of the KIAP corpus contained fewer verb types linked to "we" than found in the other domains and of those 120 diff erent verbs, the most equent lemmas -excluding "to have" and "to be" -were: "to fi nd", "to use", "to examine", "to observe", and "to report" (Fløttum et al., 2006b: 209) . They conclude that the writer and arguer roles were in equent within these medical texts. Likewise, in her study of the KIAP corpus, Vold (2006) found that the epistemic "to suggest" was commonly matched with "we" within linguistics, but linked to inanimate subjects ( data , studies ) within the sciences. Finally, Carter-Thomas and Chambers (2012) found in their corpus of economics RA introductions, also drawn om the KIAP corpus, that although the writer role tended to predominate in relation to the use of "I", the researcher role predominated in fi rst person roles (singular and plural combined) for both languages.
Recommendations in writing style
8
Several guide books for writing in English or French remind us of the complexity of establishing acceptable pronoun use within a research article. Zinsser (2006: 20-21) remarks on the professorial use of "one", the tradition of English teachers proposing the "literary we" or the impersonal "it is", but also notes that when permitted, the use of "I" allows a more natural and engaging text. In the case of multiple authors, Glasman-Deal (2010: 11-149 ) encourages writers to employ "we", o en nuanced by modal verbs or dummy subjects , such as "this article describes"; however, when referring to people or humanity in general, the passive voice or constructions with "it is" are preferable. Henderson (2013: 147-150) compares the common advice in English to favor "an appropriate noun" instead of the ambiguous "editorial we" to the common advice in French to rely upon the nous de modestie [ we of modesty].
9
In order to examine in this respect the actual linguistic use, technically advanced corpus linguistics, complete with specifi c so ware applications and statistical tools, now allows researchers to examine large quantities of texts in fi ner granular detail 7 (Biber et al., 1998; Sinclair et al., 2004) . Our study draws upon these techniques to compare the verbal qualities linked to pronominal use within the three main sections of our bilingual corpus "Scientext".
0
This paper examines authorial presence in scientifi c RA as it is embodied through the use of personal pronouns. All of the verbs syntactically linked to these pronouns were identifi ed and analyzed through manual and automatic means in order to obtain both quantitative and qualitative data, focusing on equency as a central criterion. The diversity of verbs and their forms are investigated in order to determine the specifi c role of the authors as explicitly mentioned in the RA. We expected there to be rhetorical structures inherent to the scientifi c RA that transcend linguistic diff erences of the two languages. However, we also searched for diff erences of verb tense and pronoun use, especially concerning the pronouns "one"/ on , as they have contrasting etymologies and evolving registers in each language (formal for English vs. o en less-formal in French). We hypothesize that these pronouns plus specifi c verb constructions can be categorized by author roles ( researcher , writer , arguer , and evaluator ) in both English and French, and that physical activities are more likely to be mentioned than mental research activities.
3.
Methodology and corpus
12
We queried the online corpus "Scientext", which includes published and unpublished research texts in both French and English (Tutin et al., 2013; Tutin, 2010; Falaise et al., 2011; Tutin & Grossmann, 2013) . The English "Scientext" subcorpus is considerably larger than the equivalent French subcorpus of 90 RA, which includes part of the KIAP corpus as well as other articles in biology. We thus limited the English subcorpus to 90 RA, thereby obtaining two comparable data sources of articles published in the observational fi elds of biology and medicine. For the English subcorpus, only articles with at least one author working in an anglophone university were retained in order to increase the probability of analyzing standard English.
3
Data were analyzed manually and automatically by using the textometry tools available on the TXM platform (TXM, see http://textometrie.ens-lyon. /?lang=en ). First, we extracted personal pronouns, their syntactically linked verbs and approximately ten words to the right and to the le of each pair. A er selecting occurrences actually referring to authors, we examined data related to equency and distribution both of pronouns and verbs throughout the RA. Using automatic extraction, we queried our corpora to collect a total of 784 English and 747 French occurrences of the constructions "I, one, we/ je , on , nous + verb". The complexity of the pronouns "one"/ on and "we"/ nous leads to a range of possible interpretations including combinations of the authors, readers, discourse community, people in general and textual actors other than the authors (Fløttum et al., 2007) . Hence, we manually checked all the occurrences collected in order to focus on those referring uniquely to the authors themselves or to a group of people that included the authors. Here, we included expressions such as "one may assess the probability" that refer to choices of methodology, but did not include statements referring to actions by participants of a given study as in "a traumatic event is only adaptive when one can have control over the traumatic event". Although it could be argued that the authors may also be victims of traumatic events, in this case "one" refers more generally to participants of a study rather than the research community conducting a study as evoked in the previous example. There were no cases of "I" or the equivalent French je , except in the acknowledgements sections, which are beyond the scope of this paper. We retained all of the occurrences of "we", 11 of the 27 occurrences of "one" in English, 113 of the 378 occurrences of the French on and 362 of the 369 occurrences of the French nous , which resulted in a collection of 768 items in English and 475 items in French (cf. Table 1 below for their distribution).
5
Then, each phrase was automatically queried to determine the lexical verb following the pronoun. Data were sorted manually to veri that the identifi ed verbs were syntactically linked to the pronoun and to identi modal or auxiliary verbs or expressions. The English "to be" and "to have" and the French être [to be] and avoir [to have] may function as auxiliaries or as lexical verbs. For this study, only their occurrences as lexical verbs were included in the data. For example, in the expression "one would be able to establish", the modal verb "would", the expression "able to" and the lexical verb "to establish" are included in the data, but not the verb "be". Also, the expression of ability via the modal verb "can" is possible in certain cases, but for others the expression "able/unable to" must be used. For example, "we were able to assess" carries the notion of ability and not the notion of possibility found in "we could assess". The eight cases of the verb "to be" in the expression "able/unable/not able" were not included in the data. However, the syntactically linked lexical verb was counted in the data ("to establish" in the above example) and the expression containing the expression "able to" was noted for discussion. We adopted a similar method for the 475 occurrences collected om French corpus: auxiliary verbs être or avoir were not counted in the data. The modal verb pouvoir , which is similar to the English "can", was noted only for the discussion on modality. Thus, the criteria for selecting the English and French verbs in this study were their syntactic link to a pronoun referring to the authors and their lexical status.
6
While the total amounts of words for the two corpora were nearly identical (339,610 for English and 339,902 for French), the volume of words and the equency of pronoun use vary by general section of the RA: Introduction (introduction and background), Body (methods, materials, results and any other mid-paper section) 9 and Conclusion (discussion and conclusion) (cf. Table 1 ). The English RA had considerably shorter introductions (9,376 words) than in French (24,725 words) as well as shorter conclusions (12,468 and 17,439 words respectively).
7
There was a higher density of authorial pronouns in English RA (22.6 items per 10,000 words) than in French (14 items per 10,000 words), except for the introduction sections (18.1 and 20.2 items per 10,000 words, respectively). This density in English is signifi cantly higher than in French ( χ 2 = 69.45, df = 1, p < 0.001). The highest concentration of personal pronoun use was found in the English conclusions (28.9 items per 10,000 words). However, the overall equency of authorial self-reference through pronoun use was low in both languages (0.0183 percent of the total words). We note that there was no signifi cant diff erence in pronoun use across the RA sections independent of language ( χ Frequency of verbs in either language was the fi rst factor that conditioned our analysis, although all verbs syntactically linked to a specifi c pronoun were included in the data. We therefore begin by describing the nature of the most equently occurring verbs and their patterns. We hypothesize that self-reference, including engagement , through personal pronoun use reveals diff erent roles across the three main sections of the RA and that some overlap will be found in English and French. An analysis of the semantic quality of these more equent verbs off ers an insight into the scientifi c activities associated with pronoun use. We begin with a global overview of the verbs found in each language, before focusing on the specifi c activities that pertain to the author roles of researcher , writer , arguer , and evaluator .
4.
Overview of verb frequency and behavior
19
In this section, we give an overview of the features of authorial presence created by personal pronouns, notably the most equent verbs found in this context and the roles they reveal, pronoun reference, lexical verb range, verb tenses and fi nally modality. We fi rst computed the most equent lexical verbs syntactically linked to a pronoun referring to the authors as shown in Table 2 . Frequency (given in parentheses) was the main criterion of verb analysis, with the objective of determining semantic trends and the corresponding author role. The verbs "to use", "to show" and "to identi " were found to be among the ten most common verbs in medical and biology abstracts irrespective of their grammatical subject (Hartwell, 2013) . Here, we can observe several semantic similarities among the ten most equent verbs in both languages. These semantic trends are representative of the steps of scientifi c research beyond the domains of medicine and biology.
Frequency rank Most frequent verbs English
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
"to fi nd" (55) "to use" (50) "to show" (29) "to identi " (27) "to demonstrate" (21) "to describe" (20) "to test" (19) "to examine" (17) "to investigate" (16) "to observe" (14) Indeed, the majority of these equently occurring verbs in both languages are specifi cally related to observational activities undertaken by the authors in their role as a researcher . Hence, in both languages, authors personalize, through pronoun use, their participation in objective observational research acts, such as "to fi nd" (55), "to observe" (14), observer (57) [to observe], constater (23) [to notice]. Although the French verb constater and the English "to fi nd" are generally not considered equivalent, one may also draw connections between these two verbs within a scientifi c context, as both can evoke a hybrid of mental and material actions, e.g.: "We found that cells can interact with a portion of the fi bronectint fi rst type III repeat".
French
2
The third verb of the French list, retrouver [to fi nd] was generally employed with the French pronoun on (10 tokens out of 17) to confi rm that something that was expected actually holds true, e.g., on retrouve bien le processus décrit dans le modèle [as expected one does fi nd the process described in the model]. This French pattern in the present tense is closely mirrored by two English constructions built on an inclusive pronoun "one" and an epistemic modal auxiliary verb. The fi rst case is with the verb "to fi nd" (1) in the conditional ("when analyzing complexes in a given network […] one would fi nd"). The second case, employing the less-equent verb "expect" (8), is more recurrent and includes a range of modal verbs ("might" (1), "should" (1), "would" (4)). In all of these cases, the authors are bringing the reader into the research process. In contrast, clearly methodological research acts evoked include the English verbs "to use" (50), "to test" (19), "to examine" (17). The research action "to investigate" (16) may be compared to the French analyser (11) [to analyze] or étudier (11) [to study].
3
In contrast to the present tense, which directly involves the reader as if he or she was a direct witness of the research, we found several patterns that build upon a fi rst person plural pronoun in an expression referring to past events: "We also found that" (4) "We have previously shown" (3) "We have previously identifi ed" (3) "We also could have used" (3)
Nous avons analysé retrospectivement (3) [we analyzed retrospectively] Nous avons comparé les résultats (3) [we compared the results]
4
The English constructions "we have previously shown/identifi ed" are a means for the authors to reintroduce their continuing research on a given subject. The two French patterns and the English "we also could have used" refer to methodological issues, while "we also found that" allows the authors to highlight supplementary results.
5
Besides the researcher role, verbs related to the explanatory roles of writer and arguer are also present, to a lesser degree, in both languages. We fi nd, among the list in Table 2 , several verbs related to the descriptive qualities of a writer : "to show" (29), "to demonstrate" (21), "to describe" (20) , noter (11) [to note], and rapporter (10) [to report]. Although semantically voir (10) [to see] might be associated with the act of research observation, it is in fact essentially devoted to the management of the article itself with the inclusive formula nous avons vu [we have seen], which serves to remind the reader of a previous statement before furthering the argumentation. Finally, only French off ers verbs related to the role of arguer , i.e., proposer (10) [to propose/suggest] and penser (10) [to think] among the top ten most equent verbs (cf. Table 2 ). 
Pronoun reference
26
In English, the pronoun "we" was predominately related to the researchers' acts or to notions of stance . That is to say, it described actions or arguments of the authors and not a positioning of the reader through the use of an all-inclusive pronoun. In six cases of referring to previous studies, the authors broadened the subject to "we and others", which was syntactically linked to the present perfect ("have shown" (3), "have found" (2), "have observed" (1)). In contrast, the English "one" (11) was used all-inclusively, as in "if one has defi ned". The French on [one] is occasionally employed to refer exclusively to the authors: on relevait un syndrome infl ammatoire [one noted an infl ammatory syndrome]. The signifi cantly greater ratio of the French use of the o en ambiguous on (113) instead of nous (362) compared to the English ratio of "one"/"we" (11 and 757 respectively) is one of the main linguistic diff erences between the two corpora ( χ 2 = 163.35, df = 1, p < 0.001).
Lexical range
27
As can be seen in Table 3 , the four most recurrent verbs in both languages constituted about one-fi h of the verbs examined. The number of diff erent verbs remains greater in English (182) than in French (155), however there is no statistical diff erence between the two languages related to overall equency ( χ 2 = 1.39, df = 2, p > 0.05). The English lexical verbs have a mean of 4.2 occurrences, while in French the mean drops to 3.1 occurrences for an overall expected equency of 3.7 occurrences per verb type, which clearly contrasts with the most equent verbs ( mean = 33.9 occurrences per diff erent verb type). The signifi cant diff erence of distribution ranging om most equent verbs (271 tokens) to only 1 to 2 tokens per verb (250 tokens) ( χ 2 = 2638.61, df = 2, p < 0.001), supports the notion of stabilized pronoun and specifi c verb pairs irrespective of the language. These fi ndings mirror the results of Carter-Thomas and Chambers (2012), who fi nd that 11 verbs account for more than one-third (42.5% out of 318 tokens) of all the English verbs linked to a fi rst person subject pronoun, while 12 verbs account for more than half of the French verbs (51.8% out of 226 tokens) linked to this type of pronoun in economics RA introductions. Finally, an examination of tense, aspect, and mood of the verbs shows that, while authors of English relied essentially on three tenses (present (36.1%), simple past (42.8%), and present perfect (18%)), the present (40%) and the passé composé (49.5%) dominated in French. The English present perfect can be translated by diverse means into French, notably the present and the passé composé . There was a higher equency of other verb tenses in French, notably the imperfect tense (3.5%), which again can be translated into a range of tenses in English, including the present simple, the past continuous, or the conditional.
9
As can be seen in Figure 1 , the main diff erence of tense across sections and languages is the presence of the present perfect in English, with slight diff erences for the other tenses. In the introductions (Intro), where authors present the major premises, the present tense is more equent in English (47%) than in French (38%), for which there is a greater presence of the passé composé (44%). In the central sections (Body), in which the authors describe their research steps, the percentage of the French passé composé increases to 60.3%, and the English simple past predominates at 43.6%, but more notable is the presence of the English present perfect (17.3%). However, in the conclusions, the English present perfect reaches 38.9%, as in: "we have (now) identifi ed" (4) or "we have described" (2), as authors restate the main trust of their article. In both languages, but notably in French, the use of the present tense within the conclusions reminds readers of the innovative or breaking edge nature of the fi ndings: "This is, as far as we know, the largest ever test of its predictions". Our fi ndings concerning "to fi nd" (35 tokens of a past tense (63.8%), 10 tokens of the present perfect (18%) and 10 tokens of the present tense (18.2%)) contrast slightly with a greater percentage of the past tense within the KIAP corpus, in which the distribution of tenses for "fi nd" (54) in the medical RA subcorpus was 47 tokens of the past tense (87%), 5 tokens of the present perfect (9.3%) and 2 of the present tense (3.7%) (Fløttum et al., 2006b ). This may be due to the presence of biology RA in our corpus.
Modality
31
A positive or negative form of the present "can" (21) was the most equent modal verb in the English corpus, but the most equent modal-verb string was: "we would expect" (6). Similar to the English modal verb "can" or "may" (1), a notion of ability or potentiality is expressed through the use of the French modal verb pouvoir (15 tokens in all, 10 with nous and 5 with on ). However, authors also relied upon the marker of modality "able to/unable to" (5), including: "we may not have been able to identi any other members". Although the modality of obligation "must" (2) ("we must await") was found, authors also conveyed this through the use of "have to" (6). Interestingly, only one case is paired with "we", while there are fi ve occurrences with "one", such as: "one has to analyze", "one does not have to re-compute", and "one has to screen". These three segments broaden the subject to the reader and the scientifi c community, who are thereby encouraged to adopt the research methodology. The almost exclusive use of the subjunctive with the modal pouvoir (5 out of 7 occurrences) is also striking as this association reinforces the modality each one bears, creating a combination of possibility and uncertainty.
5.
Discussion of "pronoun + verb" by author role 32 In accordance with community practices, authors assume a range of roles. Fløttum et al. (2006a) have defi ned four such categories of which the boundaries retain a certain degree of subjectivity: researcher , writer , arguer , and evaluator . According to this school of thought, the process of researching may be embodied in verbs such as "to analyze", "to assume", "to consider", "to examine", "to fi nd", and "to study". Actions related to the verbal or graphic explanatory role of writing range om "to describe", "to illustrate", "to present", "to begin by" to "to focus on". Third, taking a stand can be manifested through the verbs "to argue", "to claim", "to dispute" and "to reject". Finally, although less equent in the KIAP corpus, the role of evaluator conveys evaluative or rare emotional reactions through, for example, "to feel" or "to be skeptical". We examine here our corpus in light of these four categories with specifi c attention to the diff erent RA sections.
Researcher role
33
In the hard sciences, the role of researcher can combine both material and cognitive processes, of which observation might be considered a hybrid of both aspects.
15
Apart for one exception, the English "use" (50) embodies the material aspects of scientifi c research, as in: "we used acetylene because of the higher explosive potential". In French, the semantically equivalent verb linked to a pronoun, utiliser (8) is considerably less equent. The procedural qualities of "use" are highlighted by its equent paring with the modal verb "can" that express capacity: "we can use" (2), "we could also have used" (4), and "we could only/therefore use" (2). The material aspects related to the verb "test" (19) also invite modality: "we were (not) able to test" (3), "we could not test" (1). However, it is also employed in the mental process of refl ection as in the coined expression: "we have tested the hypothesis" (1). In comparison to "test", "to investigate" (16) o en introduces the main trust of the study: "In this study, we investigate the eff ects of dipole depth and orientation on source localization". The link between the two verbs can be noted in: "To test this, we investigate the relationship between airway infl ammation".
4
A range of verbs encompass the fundamental notion of research acts. Verbs related to research methodology are found in this category, notably:
-"to identi " (27)/ identifi er (3); -"to develop" (8)/ établir (6); -"to compare" (7)/ comparer (13).
5
These verbs are rarely in a present tense. For example, "to compare" is only found in the simple past form; 7 out of the 8 occurrences of the lemma "to develop" are in the present perfect ("we have developed a clustering algorithm"); and "to identi ", found only once in the present tense, is repeated in the expression: "we were unable to identi " (3). Finally, the researchers glean results through observational acts, such as:
-"to fi nd" (55)/ retrouver (17); -"to observe" (14)/ observer (57).
6
The processes accomplished before the actual writing are rarely found in the present tense:
-"to examine" (17)/ analyser (11); -"to study" (8)/ étudier (11).
7
In English, members of the research community are credited for their contribution by the expression: "we and others have shown" (3). This expression reinforces the hypothesis that "we" tends to be exclusive in scientifi c English (cf. Fløttum et al., 2006a) . The French observer was used in both the passé composé and present, but was combined with distinct pronouns depending on the tense: nous avons observé [we observed], but on observe [one observes]. The French observer is linked in 41 out of 57 occurrences to the pronoun on , thereby including the reader in the process and making the observation more general, impersonal, and less challengeable. Semantically close to "to observe ", voir (10) [to see] is o en used to guide the reader through the reading process as in: nous avons vu que les infl exions observées [we have seen that the observed infl ections]; thus it falls into the category of writer role. 
Writer role
38
The majority of "pronoun + verb" patterns related to the role of writer are devoted to guiding the reader through the argumentative progression of the RA. One of the central acts is informing the reader through a variety of tasks:
-"to describe" (20) / décrire (3); -"to report" (12)/ rapporter (10); -"to show" (29)/ montrer (6); -"to demonstrate" (21)/ démontrer (2).
9
Second, especially in French, we fi nd verbs related to the act of "noting":
-"to notice" (2)/ constater (23); -"to note" (2)/ noter (11).
0
However, constater (23) [to notice] occurs 19 times with the pronoun on , either for generally known information as in: on constate depuis de nombreuses années [one has noticed for several years]; or in statements specifi cally pertaining to the study: on constate aussi une mydriase transitoire de l'oeil gauche [one also notices a temporary mydriasis of the le eye]. Voir (10) serves also to remind the reader of what has already been discussed ( nous avons vu (7) [we have seen]) or to instruct the reader to refer to graphics. The English "to see" (7) is essential for this latter writing technique, as in: "Looking at Appendix 2, we see unadjusted sample sizes".
Arguer
41
While the writer role deals with describing the factual information, the arguer defends a position. The French verbs related to taking a stance, proposer (10) [to propose] and penser (10) [to think], are both found in the top ten most equent verbs. Direct English verbal equivalents, such as "to propose" (3) and "to think" (0), are rare. We found French verbs linked with modality as in: on peut penser (3) [literally, "one can think"]. This use of the pronoun on positions the readers, engaging them in the process of refl ection. This pattern is semantically mirrored by the English expression "we (do not) know" (10), which can also be considered to engage the reader. However, the English "know" is employed without calling upon a form of modality.
2
In English, authors are also likely "to conclude" (10), "to suggest" (8) or "to speculate" (4). Irrespective of the RA section, these verbs are found primarily in the present tense. An exception to this is a simple past tense of "to conclude", which was found throughout the RA sections, as in this example om an introduction: "we concluded that bacteria engulfed by macrophages can reach the joint".
Evaluator
43
Finally, authors also employ verbs to evaluate a concept, thereby revealing the subjective nature of the RA. An example of this subjective perspective is found in the French confi rmation: une intuition que nous avons souhaité confi rmer par une recherche épidémiologique simple [an intuition that we wished to confi rm with a simple epidemiological study]. In English, both "to believe" (6) and "to feel" (5) can be used to take an unambiguous stance, e.g., "we believe it is time to have a more discriminatory approach" or "we feel that this novel pharmacological approach has revealed a clear dissociation".
4
Authors also take a strong stance on the future of their research, employing a form of "to wish" (4): "we wish to release the information to the public domain"; or "to hope" (1) evoking future studies: "we now hope to extend this approach". However, other expressions containing the verbs "to believe" or "to feel" did not convey a strong opinion ("we believe this is the fi rst reported case", "we feel this may be a particular problem"). Finally, the reader is engaged in this subjective evaluation through the French on : si l'on veut comprendre (2) [if one wants to understand].
6.
Concluding remarks 45 Personal pronoun use in English contrasts with French discourse in both type and equency. Proportionally, the French on was equent (23.8%), while the English "we" was vastly more present than the pronoun "one" (3.2%). Furthermore, although the English texts contained relatively more self-reference through pronoun use, both languages showed a greater proportion within introductions and conclusions compared to the central sections. Both languages also contained expressions built with "able to", "can", "may" or pouvoir [can] that fi rmly link conclusions to the given data.
6
Finally, the English pronoun "we" was related here to notions of stance or actions of the authors, while the pronoun "one" engages the reader through the use of an all-inclusive pronoun. The multiple facets of on (cf. Reutner, 2010) are exemplifi ed in the extensive entry in the Trésor de la langue r ançaise (see http://atilf.atilf. / ), ranging om contexts in which the indefi nite third personal pronoun on embodies the fi rst person singular or plural as well as the second person singular or plural, to other contexts where on refers to no particular person. Further studies might categorize the contexts of on in the scientifi c French RA, as the data confi rmed their presence.
7
This study found little direct correspondence between the four most equent verbs in English and French, although these verbs constituted approximately one-fi h of all verbs in both languages. Many of the higher equency verbs were related to the author role of researcher and particularly linked to essential observation ("to fi nd", "to observe"/ observer ), but also to explanatory functions of the writer ("to show", "to describe", noter , constater ), as well as activities related to research, in which the researcher reveals the existence of data, but does not modi them. Other verbs relate more specifi cally to actions taken by the researcher: "to identi ", "to investigate", comparer , analyser , and étudier . While these lexical choices may appear objective, they also embody research choices that reveal the authors' commitment as driving forces of the research, which inherently implies a subjective quality. In English, authors relied more equently upon a "pronoun + verb" pattern. The most equent English verbs appear to cover a wider range of material research acts, including "to use" and "to test", o en in the simple past or present perfect. In contrast, the most common French verbs include certain evaluative acts related to results, such as penser (10) [to think] and proposer (8) [to propose]. There was an equal number of English equivalents to these two verbs ("to conclude" (10), "to suggest" (8)). However, the greater overall number of items in English make these verbs proportionally less equent. In both languages, these evaluative acts were coǌ ugated more equently in the present tense, thereby emphasizing the up-to-date relevancy of the research.
9
This research is limited to the discourse of the published RA. In contrast, in their comparison of RA and conference presentations, Carter-Thomas and RowleyJolivet (2001) found that RA contained equent instances of extraposition in both the active ("we feel it is these diff erence that") and passive voice ("it has been found that"). However, within the oral presentation of the same subject, they found that the speaker supplied the same information using "we" ("we've demonstrated", "we think that probably"). Citing supporting information om the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English , they suggest that instead of hedging devices, these lexical bundles are stable collocations of academic prose. Hence, further studies are needed to compare the current fi ndings to other contexts, such as oral presentations.
0
The orientation of research in the natural sciences is largely conditioned on public or private fi nancing. Gross and Chesley (2012) suggest that industrial fi nancing in biomedical research impacts the language of RA, notably that hedging decreases in correlation with increased fi nancing. They suggest that authors with substantial funding employ more persuasive language than those without high-stakes funding. Hence, further studies might examine how authorial presence manifests itself in high-stakes research that is subject to signifi cant fi nancing and profi ts or to public debate. This last question is highlighted by Fløttum's (2010) analysis of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's 2007 "Summary for policymakers" written by a 40-members panel in which there are no personal pronouns referring to the authors.
1
We have sought to demonstrate empirically, through a corpus study, the diff erences and similarities of authorial presence through pronoun use in French and English RA in medicine and biology. Beyond surface diff erences of personal pronoun choice (e.g., "we" vs. "one"), stance vs. engagement, material vs. mental acts as played out in author roles, this study underscores the interest of corpus studies to evaluate discursive functions and the subjective qualities of scientifi c research.
